
Reliability 

Built using high quality plastics and features a 
release mechanism that has been tested beyond 
1M operation cycles to ensure that it performs 
flawlessly for the life of the POS system.
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Mounting

The Cassettes are connected to a baseplate 
(including legacy baseplates for easy adoption) 
that is firmly secured to the checkout counter top.

GENERAL APPLICATION CASH DRAWER

Security

The E3900 provides status switch back to 
the POS application, or with a function lock.

Speed and Efficiency 

Routinely tested to ensure the lid opens 
consistently, beyond 80 degrees, providing full 
access to the drawer insert.

Quality

Quality is assured with the extensive use of 
computer aided design and automated flexible 
manufacturing, coupled with systematic testing 
and control of components and assembly.

For more than 39 years, APG has been delivering innovative retail cash drawer solutions to retailers worldwide.

The E3900 Series Flip Top Cash Cassette delivers uncompromising performance and quality focused on low cost of 
ownership, ease of use and speed through the checkout. It additionally combines a high capacity insert tray with 
extensive media storage (for extra notes) under the insert. Depending on the particular model, the cassette can 
accommodate various configurations including 4/6 notes and 8 coins for the EURO with additional 2 notes underneath 
or even 11 notes or 16 notes to accommodate the vast majority of worldwide currencies.



E3959 E3982

460W x 172D x 100H mm

Black

ABS construction and finish

12-24V plug-in cable connects to 
receipt printers and POS systems 
(subject to validation)

- Insert with 6 note and 8 coin 
  compartments 
- Additional media/note storage 
  underneath the insert
- Removable note dividers to  
  enhance capacity
- Industry standard coin cups
- Reversable insert (left and right)

Random lock (150 combinations)

- Coin cup accessory kit
- Alike lock

Five point anchoring solution limits 
connector damage thus prolonging 
cassette life

482W x 171D x 100H mm

Dark grey

ABS construction and finish

MUL Interface (UMI), 12-24V 
plug-in cable connects to receipt 
printers and POS systems (suject to 
validation)

- Adaptable for up to 10 note and 
  16 coin compartments
- Additional media/note storage 
  underneath the insert
- Removable note dividers to 
  enhance capacity
- Industry standard coin cups

Random lock (200 combinations) 
with optional deadlock

- Coin cup accessory kit
- Alike lock

Identification card holder

Dimensions: 

Colour:  

Style:

Connectivity:

Baseplate:

Insert:

Security:

Accessories:

Other:

459W x 154D x 100H mm

Dark grey

ABS construction and finish

MUL Interface, 12-24V plug-in 
cable connects to receipt printers 
and POS systems (subject to 
validation)

- Adaptable for up to 7 note or 8 
coin compartments

- 2 additional media/note 
  storage underneath the insert
- Removable note dividers to  
  enhance capacity
- Industry standard coin cups

Random lock (200 combinations) 
with optional deadlock

- Coin cup accessory kit
- Alike lock

Identification card holder

E3960

Durability:    Tested to last beyond 1M operations
Warranty:   1 year
Environment:   Operating +0° C to +40° C 
    Non-operating storage/shipping -30° C to +50° C

Cassette Features:

Contact our Sales team at:
Tel: +44 (0) 1273 616300
Email: sales@eu.cashdrawer.com
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